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Abstract: The accelerated development of economic globalization makes the globalization of education become a historical trend of
the development of education. Taking the theory of globalization as the background, this paper expounds and proves the feasibility of
opening the Translation Courses for the non-English majors in colleges and universities, from the aspects of the demand of market, the
nature of the translation task and students’ ability. Then, it elaborates the benefits and possible teaching methods of the Courses.
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1. Introduction
In the context of accelerated economic globalization, language

2. Feasibilities of Opening College English Translation
Courses

translation is of increasing importance in the international economic

Many domestic colleges and universities offer translation

and cultural exchanges. According to the data from CIPG (China

programs for English major, but the quantity of translation or

International Publishing Group), the value of China’s translation

interpreting courses is not much. The number of degree program in

market has exceeded 30 billion yuan each year, with over 3000

MTI (Master of Translation and Interpreting) soars from 15 in 2007

registered professional translation enterprises. China's translation

to 168 in 2010, but students who major in foreign language and

industry has entered a stage of rapid development.

translation is still too few. Under the urgent needs of the market, it is

However, the prosperity of the translation industry leads to the

necessary that we should establish a multi-level training system and

acute shortage of translators: China’s translation talent gap reaches

set up translation courses for non-English majors. Three reasons are

up to 90%. China’s development in economy, culture and society,

listed as follows:

calls for more translators of different types. Besides, the

First of all, the market needs translators in all walks of life,

differentiated demand of translator type and level is very urgent,

while students who major in foreign language and translation is good

therefore, Translation Courses just for English majors are clearly

at the translation work in literature, history, economics, law and

unable to meet market demand.

other liberal arts fields, and it is often difficult for them to undertake

Watching US TV series is good for learning English and

the translation task in machinery, chemical industry, medicine,

understanding American fashion, but for most viewers, the biggest

electronics and other engineering fields. In order to meet the market

obstacle is the language. Because of the extraordinary efficiency of

demand for translators, translation teaching should cater to

subtitle translation groups, Chinese netizens are able to watch Prison

professional development, and teaching for non-English majors

Break, Gossip Girl and other hit U.S. dramas in less than a day later

should also bear the responsibility for training translation talents.

than American viewers. In fact, the subtitle translation of 22 minutes’

Thereby it is urgent to open translation elective courses for students

episodes takes at least two or three hours for a translator with high

of science and engineering.

proficiency, in addition to the timeline production and post digital

Furthermore, among current translation tasks, 5% relates to

technology, the subtitle translation calls for many people’s hard work.

literature and academic writing while 95% involves personal

The professional translation quality of CCTV is certainly the best,

information, business, machinery, electronics, engineering, medicine,

but what matters for the subtitle translation is perhaps the expertise

finance, legal documents, etc. In addition, Zhang Kui made a survey

of American dramas and hearty spirit of entertainment. Once a time

of the translation market in Yangtze River Delta and the result shows

CCTV rebroadcast of Golden Globe Award made a mistake that it

that among the sampled 187 small-scale translation companies, only

translated American drama House into family.

47% of their employees major in foreign language and translation
and only 41% of them have acquired translation certificates.
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Last but not least, students of science and engineering are

Requirements for College English, enacted in 2007, clearly put

competent to be translation talents. For example, at the University

forward general requirements, relatively high requirements and

where the author engages in teaching, among the average scores of

higher requirements for translation ability. According to the different

students attending the College Entrance Examination in 2008, the

levels of the school and student, colleges and universities should

average scores of 4126 non-English majors (excluding art students)

compile the suitable syllabus and training programs, and then

in Chinese and English are 107.09 and 113.05 respectively, while

conduct a classified guidance, so as to handle the relationship

those of 90 English majors are 111.34 and 118.81 respectively. This

between unity and diversity. Besides, much importance should be

result shows that science and engineering students are equipped with

attached to the seamless integration with the market, and to develop

a good foundation to practice foreign language capabilities.

career- and application-oriented translation talents.
Strengthening of Translation Textbook Construction

3. Benefits and Possible Teaching Methods of College
English Translation Courses

Recently, there are extremely lack of translation textbooks
designated for non-English majors, and as for the few textbooks with

As for how to advance the teaching of College English

obsolete concept, isolated discipline and stereotyped exercise, it is

Translation Courses and improve the translation level of non-English

difficult to liven the classroom atmosphere and mobilize the

majors, the author will share his views in the following points.

enthusiasm of the students at college English class of 50 to 60

Advantages of Non-English Majors

students. Considering the period, translation textbooks designated

Non-English majors not only have as much basic knowledge as

for

non-English

majors,

should

systematically

arrange

the

English majors, but also are outfitted with science and engineering

presentation and practice of translation skills at each unit, for

knowledge and broad vision. Hence, through a targeted training, they

students to grasp some of the common translation skills at the basic

are capable of higher translation ability and also bear predominance

stage of learning English. Translation textbook construction should

in terms of scientific translation and professional translation. At the

not focus on literary translation, but on non-literary translation, such

University where the author engages in teaching, a total of four

as technical data, technical equipment manuals, product specification,

contestants have succeeded in entering the finals of “CCTV Cup”

academic

National English Contest in recent years, of which only one

documents, business contracts, overseas studying or travelling

contestant majors in English. And in 2011 “FLTRP Cup” National

documents.

English Contest, a total of 18 contestants entered the semifinals and

papers,

international

conference

materials,

legal

Rational Use of Teaching Methods

half of them are non-English majors; then 6 contestants entered the

Translation method can enhance the teaching of basic

final, four of which are non-English majors; finally, 3 contestants

knowledge, and teachers should adopt different teaching methods

became the Top Three and they respectively major in marketing,

based on different teaching content and teaching objects at college

political economics and life sciences. College English Translation

English class. Teachers should refer to the syllabus to develop a

Teaching, based on various professional backgrounds, aims to meet

viable plan that put the explanation of some basic translation skills

the market demand for a higher level of competitive professional

into semester teaching plan stage by stage, and at usual classroom

translation talents.

teaching they should appropriately expound the related translation

Possibilities of Translation to Promote Language Learning

skills in accordance with different texts. Certainly, the advancement

Translation is an important measure of foreign language

of translation abilities relies on the mastery of translation skills and

proficiency. A good command of translation work calls for solid

lots of translation practice, so teachers should ensure the

language foundation, rich background knowledge, systematic

enforcement of practice in class and students’ extracurricular

theoretical learning and plentiful translation practice. Translation

practice, all of which contribute to transforming translation skills and

helps students to take the initiative to learn, understand and master

methods into students’ intrinsic translation abilities. Due to limited

the related materials, so as to train students’ comprehensive

period, it is desirable to make a book list of students’ extra-curricular

application ability. The success of translation depends on the full

reading and exercise at the beginning of the semester.

understanding of the original text, so translation helps to improve the

Strengthening of Translation Teaching Research

understanding abilities of foreign language learners. And whether for

On the basis of disciplinary research results at home and abroad,

English majors or non-English majors, translation, especially the

we should give full consideration of the particularity of China’s

abilities in professional translation and practical translation, is one of

college

the most useful foreign language competence in employment.

characteristics, quality of teacher staff and other teaching conditions,

English

translation

teaching,

including

learners’

Implementation of Syllabus Requirements

and then explore and design our College English Translation

Ministry of Education has scientifically formulated a unified

Teaching System that meets the needs of learners at different levels

syllabus for College English Translation Courses, and Teaching

and of different majors and ages; meantime, make research on
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corresponding curriculum provision, teaching mode, teaching

demands of the students to improve their English proficiency and

methods, testing methods, etc. Under the circumstances of economic

translation capabilities, thus occupying vantage point in the job

globalization and competitive job market, college students are

market and broadening employment approaches, and finally

required to conduct demand analysis, find the market position and

becoming a business backbone in the wave of economic

set the goals.

globalization.

Acceleration of Teaching Staff Construction

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Now there is a serious shortage for college English teaching
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